The computerization of clinical practice guidelines is a significant scientific challenge for the medical informatics community. One frequently reported factor hindering this objective is the existence of deficiencies within guideline knowledge. In this paper, we focus on the detection of flaws within temporal scheduling constraints. Temporal scheduling constraints are important elements of therapy management, and are frequently incorporated in clinical practice guidelines. We present a suitable verification method that is based on calculating the minimal network of temporal constraints on the execution of guideline activities. Our method serves three purposes: (1) it checks whether temporal scheduling constraints are consistent with scheduling constraints implied by control flow operators and the hierarchical structuring of a guideline; (2) it yields suggestions for an equivalent, yet more explicit representation of non-minimal constraints; (3) it can be used by the guideline interpreter to assemble feasible time intervals for the execution of each guideline activity.
Introduction
The computerization of clinical practice guidelines and the variety of tasks associated with this objective have been the subject of numerous research projects performed over the last decade in the medical informatics community [5, 9, 18, 19, 24, 25] . In comparison with the extensive research efforts invested in this subject, few guidelines have actually been employed in an automated version in clinical practice. One frequently reported factor that complicates the implementation of such applications is the existence of deficiencies within guideline knowledge [12, 17, 32] : As safety and transparency are critical issues in the medical domain, guidelines that might lead to inappropriate treatment of the patient as a result of ambiguous or even incorrect instructions are not acceptable for implementation.
In software engineering in general and in knowledge-based systems in particular, a common strategy to ensure the correctness of a system is its verification. As clinical guidelines encode a multitude of different types of knowledge (e.g., goals, conditions, effects), all of which might be used incorrectly, the application field for verification is broad in this domain. One such type of knowledge is the concept of temporal scheduling constraints within a guideline. Temporal scheduling constraints are important elements of therapy management, and are frequently incorporated in clinical practice guidelines, either explicitly or implicitly [14] . They are especially important when the guidelines are used in critical contexts, for instance when physicians have to schedule different drugs regimens and the drugs need to be taken in specific temporal windows. As the correct timing of guideline activities is a basic necessity for the safe application of a guideline, temporal scheduling constraints constitute a relevant subject for verification. This paper will present an approach that permits verification of guidelines during their design phase by checking whether the following three types of scheduling constraints are consistently applied:
1. Temporal scheduling constraints 2. Scheduling constraints implied by the guideline's control flow 3. Scheduling constraints implied by a hierarchical structuring of a guideline As we will show, scheduling constraints of the above mentioned three types have been integrated to a considerable extent in the majority of current guideline representation formats. We will refer to the Asbru language as the demonstration medium of our approach, as it provides the most powerful functionality in temporally constraining guideline execution. However, our work is reusable within other guideline representations to the degree that they integrate temporal scheduling constraints.
The presented approach is based on calculation of the minimal temporal network and serves three purposes: (1) it allows identification of inconsistent temporal scheduling constraints; (2) it examines temporal scheduling constraints for their minimality and yields the most explicit equivalent representation as a suggestion for the adaptation of non-minimal temporal scheduling constraints; and (3) it can be used by the guideline interpreter to determine feasible time intervals for the execution of each guideline activity.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we will discuss existing work in regard of guideline verification. In section 3 we will examine the extent to which scheduling constraints are integrated in current guideline representation formats: After providing an overview on their implementation in several important formats in section 3.1, we will explicitly examine the plan specification language Asbru in this regard in section 3.2. The verification of scheduling constraints within a clinical guideline will be handled in section 4: In section 4.1 we will show how our verification task corresponds to a simple temporal problem. The properties to be checked for a guideline in the course of our verification process will be described in section 4.2. In sections 4.3 and 4.4 we will examine the possible origins of inconsistencies and non-minimalities of temporal scheduling constraints. Two factors that complicate verification will be discussed in sections 4.5 and 4.6, namely Asbru's operator for unordered, sequential plan execution and the integration of multiple time lines. The method we use to verify temporal scheduling constraints will be described in section 5. It detects inconsistent and non-minimal temporal scheduling constraints and yields a suggestion for the modification of non-minimal temporal scheduling constraints. After presenting some results on evaluating our approach in section 6, a conclusion will be presented in section 7.
Related work on the verification of guidelines
Compared with the number of presented approaches for the computerization of clinical guidelines and the different associated tasks that have been tackled, the verification of clinical guidelines is poorly reported in the literature. Shiffman and Greenes [27] used logical analysis and the application of decision table techniques to verify and simplify clinical practice guidelines. Guidelines are regarded as sets of condition-action pairs, and verification consists of proving their completeness and unambiguousness. A guideline is considered incomplete if it does not provide an action for each possible value combination of parameters used within conditions. It is considered ambiguous if it prescribes different actions for identical value combinations of parameters. Shiffman [26] refined the to appear in Artificial Intelligence in Medicine, 2002.
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[16] further improved Shiffman and Greenes' approach by considering only those value combinations that are semantically possible. Quaglini et al. [22] described how a guideline may be checked for completeness and coherency. Whereas completeness is defined in an equivalent manner as Shiffman and Greenes have done, checking a guideline for coherency means looking for conjunctive actions, which exclude each other because of incompatible activation conditions. Duftschmid and Miksch [4] proposed a three-step method to verify conditions within a clinical guideline, modeled as a hierarchy of Asbru plans. In that study, a guideline is checked for the occurrence of anomalies, which represent violations of certain properties postulated from a legal guideline's condition set. According to their scope, three types of anomalies are distinguished, which are anomalies within a single condition, within a single plan, and within a hierarchy of plans.
All the above mentioned approaches concern the verification of condition-based clinical guidelines only and do not consider temporal information. Guarnero et al. [8] described an approach for the representation of clinical guidelines, which allows the specification of minimum and maximum durations for individual guideline actions. They use a temporal reasoning system known as LaTeR for examining the consistency of these duration intervals with delay intervals, which may be defined between pairs of actions to be executed in sequence.
Other related work can be found in the domain of temporal constraint propagation, which can be distinguished according to the type of constraints reasoned about:
• Qualitative constraints: Allen's interval algebra [2] and Vilain and Kautz's point algebra [34] are two fundamental representatives.
• Quantitative constraints: This class of constraints was originally studied by Dechter et al. [3] .
• Combination of qualitative and quantitative constraints: Two important approaches that integrate both types of constraints were presented by Kautz and Ladkin [11] , and Meiri [13] .
To tackle our problem we concentrated on the work on combined qualitative and quantitative constraints as well as purely quantitative constraints. We did this for the following reason: In our guideline representation language both types of constraints are possible. Temporal scheduling constraints are quantitative. Scheduling constraints induced by control flow and hierarchical structuring are qualitative. Therefore, work on combined qualitative and quantitative constraints is relevant for our problem. As we will see in sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, the spectrum of qualitative constraints we may expect is reduced to the relations "=" and "≤" between two time points. These constraints may easily be translated to quantitative ones using the functions described by Meiri [13] .
Thus, translating qualitative into quantitative constraints and working only with the latter type was also a reasonable option for us.
Several authors have focused on the propagation of combined qualitative and quantitative constraints in temporal networks: Kautz and Ladkin [11] use separate networks for both types of constraints and solve them independently. In a final step, they circulate information between the two networks using functions for the translation of qualitative into quantitative constraints and vice versa. Meiri's approach [13] equally relies on translation functions between qualitative and quantitative constraints.
It differs from Kautz and Ladkin's approach in the way the two types of constraints are connected in the constraint network: Instead of using separate networks, Meiri stores both types of constraints in a single network and performs constraint propagation therein. Rit's approach of propagating temporal constraints in scheduling problems [23] is similar to ours, as it is based on the same structure for representing quantitative temporal scheduling constraints, which is termed Set of Possible Occurrences (SOPO). Here the goal is to solve the so-called constrained occurrences problem, where a network of SOPOs connected by qualitative constraints is compressed to those occurrences which are compatible with the constraints between them. While inconsistencies are detected, the approach does not ensure minimality of SOPOs. The paper further suggests a two-dimensional graphical representation and propagation of constraints. Although this visualization allows an exact graphical representation of an event with an uncertain start, end, and duration, it suffers from a paucity of intuitive comprehensibility. Stillman et al. [30] further extend Rit's work by allowing parameterized qualitative as well as quantitative constraints to be defined between SOPOs. Vere [33] describes several constraints that must hold within a quantitatively defined temporal window of an activity and presents an algorithm for the propagation of qualitative constraints between several windows of sequential and consecutive activities. However, temporal windows here are simpler than our temporal scheduling constraints, as a fixed duration is assumed and uncertainty in the finishing time point is not supported.
Our main point of orientation was the work on the propagation of purely quantitative constraints presented by Dechter et al. [3] . We relied on their work to keep our approach simple: The extra effort of using a combined approach did not seem justifiable merely to support the constraints "=" and "≤" - 7 - flow cannot be tackled, as Dechter et al. only support binary constraints. If unordered sequential activities are to be considered, approaches that permit the representation of disjunctive non-binary temporal constraints such as the frameworks described by Stergiou and Koubarakis [29] or Staab [28] must be applied. However, the problem of verifying a guideline that includes unordered sequential activities (and thus disjunctive non-binary temporal constraints) is NP hard, as opposed to an effort of O(n 3 ) otherwise. As Asbru is currently the only representation format that considers unordered sequential activities, we chose to integrate this type of control flow in the verification process only through partial checks. Hereby, the efficiency of our approach is not compromised.
Integration of scheduling constraints in guideline representation formats
In this section, we will first give an overview how scheduling constraints are integrated within six important current guideline approaches. As it builds the demonstration medium of our verification method, we will then inspect the guideline specification language Asbru in detail for its integration of scheduling constraints.
Overview
In the following, we will examine how the guideline representation formats GLIF, PROforma, DILEMMA / PRESTIGE, EON, the Arden Syntax, and Asbru implement (1) temporal scheduling constraints, (2) scheduling constraints implied by the guideline's control flow, and (3) scheduling constraints implied by hierarchical structuring of a guideline.
Temporal scheduling constraints
In its original version [19] , the GuideLine Interchange Format (GLIF) included temporal constraints on patient data elements only. Their purpose was to define the required actuality of a data element to be considered within the guideline. However, the current version 3 includes a structured grammar based on the Arden Syntax logic grammar [10] . Among other features, it permits the specification of temporal expressions [21] . This enhancement of its temporal expressiveness is intended to be utilized in the form of duration constraints on actions and decisions.
PROforma [5] models guidelines as plans, which may consist of one or more tasks. Each plan may define temporal constraints on the enactment of tasks, which are specified in the form of time durations between tasks. Further, preconditions may be stated for each task; satisfaction of the preconditions is a prerequisite for the execution of a task. These preconditions are expressed with the standard PROforma syntax, which also includes temporal constructs.
The DILEMMA approach [9] and its successor, the PRESTIGE project [7] , allow temporal expressions to be included in conditions, which control the transitions between the different states their guidelines may adopt. Thus, it should be possible to determine a guideline's starting time point by adding temporal constraints to its eligibility criteria.
The EON approach [18] permits the scheduling of guideline steps through its "start_constraint" attribute, which may be a temporal expression. In addition, activities may have duration constraints.
By incorporating the RÉSUMÉ system, EON further allows the specification of complex, temporal expressions including temporal abstraction. However, the latter functionality is only used to extend EON's expressiveness when referring to patient data.
Sherman et al. [25] describe how guidelines may be implemented within the Arden Syntax. In their approach, a guideline is represented as a set of Medical Logic Modules (MLMs), which are synchronized by means of so-called intermediate states: By storing a specific coded value in the database, an MLM triggers its successor MLMs, which define this particular event in their evoke slot.
The Arden Syntax allows the specification of a time delay within the evoke slot, which builds an offset from the triggering event and has to be awaited before the MLM is actually started [10] . The time delay statement may consequently be used to specify minimum duration constraints between individual MLMs.
An approach that emphasizes efficient handling of temporal expressions within guideline knowledge is the Asbru language [15] , which was created as part of the Asgaard project [24] . Asbru provides the most powerful functionality in specifying temporal scheduling constraints in comparison with the above mentioned approaches. As we will demonstrate in greater detail in section 3.2.1, Asbru allows uncertain specification of a guideline activity's duration and its starting and finishing time points.
Furthermore, each temporal scheduling constraint may be based on a local reference time point, which permits the creation of multiple time lines.
Scheduling constraints implied by the guideline's control flow
The integration of scheduling constraints based on a guideline's control flow was already indirectly postulated by Pattison-Gordon et al. in their paper dealing with the requirements of shareable guideline representation [20] . Their demand for an explicit representation of temporal sequence addresses the ability to express different variants of control flow within computerized guidelines, such as the sequential, parallel and iterative execution of guideline actions. All of the above mentioned guideline representation techniques have implemented this functionality. We will describe to appear in Artificial Intelligence in Medicine, 2002.
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Scheduling constraints implied by hierarchical structuring of a guideline
Ohno-Machado et al. [19] specified the hierarchical structuring of guidelines, referred to by them as the decomposability of actions, as a representational requirement of the GLIF model. All other representation formats, except the approach based on linking MLMs by intermediate states, equally rely on a hierarchical organization of guidelines. We will describe in section 4.3.3 the kinds of scheduling constraints that may result from the hierarchical structuring of a guideline.
The plan representation language Asbru
Within the Asgaard project, a set of tasks and computational models is investigated with the purpose of supporting the execution of clinical guidelines [24] . As a foundation for the associated taskspecific problem-solving methods, the time-oriented, intention-based language Asbru has been developed. It uses plans as the basic structure for representing guidelines [15] . Among the full set of Asbru language elements, containing knowledge classes such as preferences, intentions, conditions and effects, the time annotation and plan body constructs are of particular interest in our context.
Time annotations
The general purpose of a time annotation is to constrain the temporal occurrence of plan elements (including plans themselves): The plan element has to start in a certain time interval, which we term the starting interval (SI). It has to finish in a time interval, which we term the finishing interval (FI).
Finally, its duration has to be within certain limits, which we call the duration interval (DI).
A time annotation is defined by seven parameters, consisting of the endpoints of the above three intervals and a reference point:
• SI is specified by [earliest starting shift (ESS), latest starting shift (LSS)].
• FI is specified by [earliest finishing shift (EFS), latest finishing shift (LFS)].
• DI is specified by [minimum duration (minDu), maximum duration (maxDu)].
• The upper and lower limits of SI and FI are offsets to the reference point (Ref), whereas DI is unrelated to Ref.
Consequently, a complete time annotation is specified through the data structure
For the intervals' domains, the obvious limits are used: DI must be a subset of [0, ∞), whereas SI and FI are subsets of (−∞, ∞). A graphical representation of a time annotation on one-and two-dimensional scales is shown in Figure 1 : 1D visualization has the disadvantage that it does not allow an unambiguous placement of DI, a problem that can be solved by 2D visualization [23] . Despite this limitation, we will use 1D visualization in the remaining part of this paper for two reasons: First, we found it to be much more intuitive and second, an unambiguous placement of DI is not essential for our purpose. 
) given by ([EFS -maxDu, LFS -minDu], [ESS + minDu, LSS + maxDu], [MAX(0, EFS -LSS), LFS -ESS])
. As we will describe in section 4.1, a time annotation may be regarded as a temporal constraint network with three variables for Ref, the start and the finish of an event, and the three intervals building distance constraints between them. In this interpretation, the above restriction on the intervals' bounds corresponds to the properties of a minimal network, which provides the most explicit encoding of the involved constraints [3] .
If at least one parameter of SI or FI is defined together with a reference point, we say that a time annotation of a plan element is linked to the time line. This means that the plan element may not start or finish before or after a certain point in time. If only DI is defined, however, the time annotation is completely detached from the time line. The plan element may be executed at any time, as long as its duration stays within the specified limits.
Plan body
In Asbru, a clinical guideline is modeled as a set of hierarchical plans. As indicated by the term hierarchical, each plan may contain any number of subplans within its plan body, which may themselves be decomposed into sub-subplans, and so on. In the remaining part of this paper, such a tree structure of plans, starting from one root plan down to its leaf plans, will be referred to as a plan hierarchy; the term will be used as a synonym for a clinical guideline coded in the Asbru language.
Each plan corresponds to a single guideline activity (e.g., the activity weaning is represented as one to appear in Artificial Intelligence in Medicine, 2002.
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The control flow within a plan hierarchy is explicitly specified and allows sequential (with defined or undefined order), parallel, cyclic, and arbitrary execution of plans. During run-time, a plan is decomposed into its subplans until a non-decomposable plan -known as action -is found. Actions are executed by the user or by an external call to a computer program. A set of predefined actions exists in order to carry out interaction with the user or to retrieve information from the patient's medical records.
In order to constrain the possible time intervals of its execution, a plan may be associated with a time annotation that defines a temporal scheduling constraint for the plan. The resulting data structure will be termed plan activation (PA) in the remaining part of this paper. The time interval during which a plan is actually executed will be known as its execution interval (EI). Within a PA, a plan may only be associated with one time annotation; disjunctions of several time annotations are not allowed.
As an example, the plan activation There are no restrictions on the latest finishing point and the maximum duration. Example 1. A plan hierarchy consisting of 11 PAs in 4 levels. Control flow is specified by 5 different operators.
Example 1 shows a plan hierarchy that covers all three kinds of scheduling constraints examined in this paper, namely (1) temporal scheduling constraints, (2) scheduling constraints implied by the guideline's control flow, (3) scheduling constraints implied by a hierarchical structuring of a guideline: the plan hierarchy consists of eleven plans in four layers, each of which is associated with a specific time annotation and thus constitutes a PA. The execution of plans within the hierarchy is further influenced by five different operators for flow control. The semantics of these operators and the additional parameters of the cyclic operator will be explained in section 4.3.2. The actual guideline actions (such as recommendations to the user) reside in the plan bodies of the leaf plans.
As they are not essential for our task, they are omitted in Example 1.
Verification of scheduling constraints
The PAs within an Asbru plan hierarchy, building a set of temporal scheduling constraints for the involved plans constitute the target of our verification approach. We will show in section 4.1 how our task of verifying PAs can be mapped to a simple temporal problem. In section 4.2 we will then define the properties consistency and minimality, for which PAs are checked in the verification process. In sections 4.3 and 4.4 we will examine how inconsistencies and non-minimalities may arise within a single PA or within a network of several PAs. Asbru's operator for unordered, sequential execution of plans does not fit into our framework, and will therefore be separately handled in section 4.5. In section 4.6, we will address the problem of multiple time lines within different PAs, which complicates verification.
Analogy to a simple temporal problem
Our verification task can be mapped to a simple temporal problem: according to Dechter et al., a simple temporal problem (STP) is a temporal constraint satisfaction problem in which all involved (quantitative) constraints consist of a single interval [3] . This is a special case of the general temporal constraint satisfaction problem, where constraints are disjunctions of intervals.
The constraint network of an STP can be represented by a directed constraint graph (CG): Nodes represent variables X 1 , ..., X n for the time point of the occurrence of certain events, whereas an edge i→j indicates that an interval [a ij , b ij ] for the temporal distance between the two corresponding events is specified, representing the constraint a ij ≤ X j -X i ≤ b ij . Within the constraint network of an STP, no more than one interval per edge is allowed, which means that disjunctions of constraints are ruled out.
to appear in Artificial Intelligence in Medicine, 2002.
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Each edge i→j, however, is labeled by a single weight a ij representing the linear inequality X j -X i ≤ a ij . As an example, on the right side of Figure 2 the weight on the edge from P.S to P.F constrains the distance P.F -P.S to be lower or equal to maxDu.
A PA with a fully specified time annotation constrains the start, finish and duration of a plan. As it does not allow disjunctions of time annotations, it satisfies the corresponding demand of an STP. In order to represent a PA as the constraint network of an STP, we decompose it into the three nodes 
Start of Plan

Properties to be checked
We verify the PAs within an Asbru plan hierarchy by checking them for the following two properties:
• Consistency
We examine whether PAs are consistent with those scheduling constraints within a guideline, which are induced by control flow operators or hierarchical structuring. To cite an example, our goal is to check whether the PAs within a plan hierarchy, such as the one depicted in Example 1, are consistent. The concept of consistency we use is based on the absence of negative cycles within the DG of an STP, as defined by Dechter et al. [3] : We consider a PA to be consistent with respect to its associated time annotation if and only if its DG representation does not contain negative cycles. A negative cycle is defined as a cyclic path within the DG, for which the sum of weights a ij (c.f., section 4.1) is negative. In this paper, a PA that is consistent with respect to its associated time annotation will be referred to by the shorter term, consistent PA only.
• Minimality
We examine whether each PA is minimal with respect to its time annotation. Using the abbreviated version minimal PA in the remaining part of this paper, we consider a PA to be minimal if and only if the constraint network, given by the three intervals of the associated time annotation, is minimal. The concept of minimality of a constraint network is defined the same way as Dechter et al. [3] have done: A constraint network is minimal if it is tighter than any equivalent constraint network. Two networks are equivalent if they represent the same solution set, which in our case corresponds to two PAs that allow the same set of EIs for their plans. A network T is tighter than a network S if all constraints of T are tighter than the corresponding constraints in S, i.e. constraint T ij is tighter than S ij for all pairs i,j. A constraint T ij , limiting the distance between two variables is tighter than a constraint S ij , if every pair of values allowed by T ij is also allowed by S ij . In other words, a PA is minimal if its time annotation represents the most explicit encoding of the induced constraints.
Inconsistencies are treated as errors that have to be cleared by the user. Non-minimalities, however, only represent sub-optimal specifications of PAs that commonly occur within guidelines: In fact, most PAs will be non-minimal when initially defined by the user, as the latter usually does not want to be concerned with checking each PA for minimality. When derived from real-world constraints, PAs may even be voluntarily kept non-minimal. Therefore, they are only indicated to the user; their correction is not enforced.
Inconsistencies
As the presence of a negative cycle indicates that an STP is inconsistent, we will examine in the sequel how cycles may arise within one PA or within a network of several PAs. For each identified type of cycle we will examine how it may become negative and thereby introduce an inconsistency.
We will start by inspecting a single PA for negative cycles in section 4.3. 
Single plan activation
If we take a look at the DG of a single fully specified PA (see right side of Figure 2 ), we find that cycles are already identifiable here. - 15 - concatenations of two two-node cycles and may be correspondingly decomposed. Inconsistencies resulting from the latter two cycles will occur if at least one of the following inequalities holds:
minDu > LFS -ESS or EFS -LSS > maxDu
Looking for relative positionings of SI and FI that can be excluded a priori as being inconsistent, the latter two inequalities give us the following trivial insight: considering that the minimum value for minDu is 0, the first inequality tells us that an FI, that is in relation before to SI, is always inconsistent. The second leaves any position of SI relative to FI open, as maxDu is unbound on the upper end.
Specification of control flow
As mentioned in section 3.2, the Asbru language provides operators that allow the user to explicitly define the order in which plans are to be executed. We will now examine what kind of constraints between PAs are imposed by the semantics of these operators for flow control. 
Parallel execution of plans
The Asbru operator for parallel execution of plans has the following semantics: Parallel plans have to start concurrently, whereas no restriction is made for their finishing time point. This entails the qualitative constraint P1.S = P2.S between the starting time points of parallel plans P1 and P2, which translates to a maximum (and therefore also minimum) distance of 0 between these points. Figure 3 (b) is a graphical representation of this constraint for two parallel plans. The edges are presented in diagonal orientation to optically distinguish them from parent-child relationships.
Arbitrary execution of plans
The operator for arbitrary execution of plans does not impose any constraint on the order: Plans may be executed in parallel, overlapping or sequential fashion. Therefore, the distance between them cannot be restricted in any way. For reasons of completeness, Figure 3 (c) visualizes the unconstrained distance between the start and the finish of two arbitrary executed plans.
Cyclic execution of plans
The Asbru language offers several ways to specify a repetitive execution of a single plan. All these alternatives are extensions of the following scheme: A regular PA is enhanced by a retry-delay and a lower (minExec) as well as an upper limit (maxExec) for the number of plan executions. The retrydelay is given by an interval that defines the minimum (minDelay) and maximum waiting period (maxDelay) between two plan executions. Figure 3 (d) shows the DG of the cyclic execution of a single plan. The upper graph gives a static view of the cyclic plan, whereas the lower graph shows one particular instance in detail. As the retry-delay and number of plan executions can be defined by the user, they are susceptible to inconsistencies. We mentioned in section 4.3 that a PA is
a cyclic PA is inconsistent if (minDu ⋅ minExec) + (minDelay ⋅ (minExec -1)) > (maxDu ⋅ maxExec) + (maxDelay ⋅ (maxExec -1)).
Parent-child relations
As stated in section 3.2, Asbru organizes guidelines in a tree structure of plans known as a plan hierarchy. A plan hierarchy may consist of several levels, and each non-leaf plan has a parent → child relationship with its subplans on the next lower level. Using the obvious approach of parentchild synchronization, Asbru does not allow child plans to start before their parent or to finish after their parent. For a parent plan P and a child plan C, this entails the qualitative constraints P.S ≤ C.S and C.F ≤ P.F between their starting and finishing time points. This translates to a minimum distance of 0 between P.S and C.S and a minimum distance of 0 between the C.F and P.F [13] . -17 -
P4, if P4.[(minDu ⋅ minExec) + (minDelay ⋅ (minExec -1))] > P2.maxDu. Cycle 2 between P1, P2
and P3, represented in medium gray, may yield an inconsistency if P2.minDu + P3.minDu >
P1.maxDu. Cycle 3 is depicted in light gray and circumvents the minimum duration of P2 by passing over P4. It will be inconsistent if P3.minDu + P4.[(minDu ⋅ minExec) + (minDelay ⋅ (minExec -1))]
> P1.maxDu. Note that the third cycle is not rendered obsolete by the other two: The total minimum duration of all instantiations of P4 can be lower than the maximum duration of P2 (hereby avoiding an inconsistency in cycle 1), but higher than the minimum duration of P2 at the same time. Together with the minimum duration of P3, it may then exceed the maximum duration of P1, causing an inconsistency in cycle three.
Links to the time line
We have seen in sections 4.1 and 4.3.1, how links to the time line can create cycles within a single PA. Now we will demonstrate that such cycles may also span several PAs. Depending on the involved control flow operators, different kinds of cycles are possible. Therefore, we will examine in the following for each control flow operator, how links to the time line within the involved PAs may induce inconsistencies:
Sequential execution of plans with defined order
We assume a set of sequential plans with defined order, where an early executed plan P m has a link to the time line of the "earliest" type (ESS or EFS defined) and a later executed plan P n has one of the "latest" type (LSS or LFS defined) with m < n. Then these links form a cycle within the corresponding DG, which further involves the minimum durations of the intermediate plans, the minimum durations of 0 between the finish and the start of neighboring plans and potentially the minimum durations of P m and P n . *** Insert Figure 5 here ***
We omit cycles in the opposite direction, as they involve the unconstrained maximum distances of ∞ between the finish and the start of consecutive plans. Figure 5 shows the possible scenarios with grayed minimum duration constraints and the conditions for each cycle to become inconsistent.
Parallel execution of plans
We assume a set of parallel plans including plans P i and P j , which have links to the time line of the opposite type, i.e. one of the "earliest" type and the other of the "latest" type. We then distinguish four types of cycles induced by these links. Figure 6 shows the scenarios with grayed duration constraints and the conditions for each cycle to become inconsistent. *** Insert Figure 6 here ***
Arbitrary execution of plans
As the minimum and maximum distances in the DG between two arbitrarily executed PAs are +∞, a cycle involving two or more such plans (of the same parent) cannot become negative. Inconsistencies can only originate from cycles that involve the links between a single arbitrarily executed plan and its parent or children plans.
Cyclic execution of plans
If a cyclic PA defines an SI and/or an FI, these refer to the start of the first execution and/or to the finish of the last execution of the plan. As already shown, the total minimum and maximum 
Non-minimalities
In this section, we will examine how non-minimalities may arise within one PA or within a network of several PAs. Although we do not allow inconsistent PAs within a plan hierarchy, we do not force the user to define minimal PAs during the design of a plan hierarchy. Ensuring manually that each PA is minimal would be annoying for her. Instead, we point out non-minimal PAs to the user during plan verification, and give her the option to adapt it. Providing the minimal variant of a PA as a suggestion on how to modify it does not require extra effort: The algorithm we use for consistency checking is based on the computation of minimal PAs within a plan hierarchy.
Single plan activation
A single PA that is consistent by not containing a negative cycle as described in section 4. • ESS ≤ EFS and LSS ≤ LFS
• MAXIMUM (0, EFS -LSS) ≤ minDu ≤ MINIMUM (EFS -ESS, LFS -LSS)
•
MAXIMUM (EFS -ESS, LFS -LSS) ≤ maxDu ≤ LFS -ESS
The first point allows SI to be in any of the relations {equal, overlaps, meets, before} to FI.
Depending on SI and FI, the second and third points yield the bounds for DI. On the left side of Figure 7 (a), a PA that does not satisfy the above demands is shown: One objection to minimality consists in its EFS being smaller than ESS. The PA on the right side of Figure 7 (a) represents an equivalent minimal version of the same PA that satisfies the above demands. We use the 1D representation introduced in Figure 1 here, as it allows a graphical visualization of the difference between non-minimal and minimal PAs.
*** Insert Figure 7 here ***
Network of plan activations
Non-minimality of a PA may also be induced by links to other PAs in a common network. The left side of Figure 7 (b) shows a plan hierarchy containing PAs that are rendered non-minimal by two types of scheduling constraints: One is implied by a control flow operator for sequential execution and the other by a parent−child relation.
Handling Asbru's operator for unordered, sequential plan execution
The Asbru language includes an operator for sequential execution of plans, where the order in which the plans are executed is not specified. Accordingly, an unordered sequential execution of plans P1
and P2 presumes that P1 is executed either before or after P2. In terms of the DG, this means that there is a minimum distance of 0 either between the finish of P1 and the start of P2, or between the finish of P2 and the start of P1.
The disjunctions within the last two sentences already indicate that an unordered, sequential execution of plans exceeds the scope of STPs. It also does not fit into the framework of general temporal constraint satisfaction problems (TCSPs), as defined by Dechter et al. [3] : Although their TCSP framework allows disjunctions within constraints, the latter may only be of the binary type.
This means that each disjunct within one disjunction must exclusively refer to the same pair of
However, the unordered sequential execution of plans P1 and P2 introduces the 4-ary constraint 0
To incorporate the unordered sequential execution of plans, we need an approach that can handle non-binary constraints, such as the framework proposed by Stergiou and Koubarakis [29] . They consider temporal constraints of the form X 1 -Y 1 ≤ r 1 ∨ …∨ X n -Y n ≤ r n , where X 1 , …, X n , Y 1 , …, Y n are variables and r 1 , …, r n are constants. This covers the representation of unordered sequential plans, e.g. for plans P1, P2 and P3 we would define the three constraints
However, the problem of determining the consistency of a set of constraints that includes disjunctions of non-binary constraints is NP hard. Therefore, we choose to apply partial verification for unordered sequential plans only, by checking whether there are any easily identifiable objections to their consistency:
• We check whether there is any objection to the assumption that the set of plans can be executed in sequential order at all. This is the case if two or more of the corresponding PAs are overlapping, which means that they force the plans to be executed at least partially in parallel.
Whether two PAs are overlapping can be deduced from their parameters LSS and EFS:
If two or more PAs of a set of unordered sequential plans are overlapping, we will receive an inconsistency (i.e. a negative cycle within their DG), no matter how we arrange them.
• The constraint on the EI of a child plan with respect to its parent's EI (see section 4.3.3) clearly also holds for unordered, sequential plans. The corresponding constraints are inserted in the matrix of weights accordingly (see section 5).
• The total minimum durations of a set of unordered, sequential plans must not exceed their parent's maximum duration. To perform the corresponding check, we can execute an additional verification run, where we treat the set of unordered, sequential plans as ordered, sequential plans, considering only their DIs but ignoring their SIs and FIs.
Verification with multiple time lines
As we have seen in section 4.3.4, our verification process involves checking whether particular constraints among two or more PAs, which are linked to the time line, are consistent. This purpose is to appear in Artificial Intelligence in Medicine, 2002.
- 21 - rendered difficult by Asbru's ability to support multiple time lines within one plan hierarchy:
Asbru allows the reference point of a PA to refer to patient-specific time points (e.g., birth, conception, ...). The actual calendar date for such a time point can only be determined during the execution of a plan, after it has been assigned to a patient. Statically, its relation to another PA's reference point is a priori unknown, which means that the distance between them is set to (−∞, +∞).
This, in due course, can prevent certain "obvious" inconsistencies from being detected:
Let us assume that we have to check, in the context of a guideline for the treatment of gestational diabetes, whether plans P1 and P2 can be executed sequentially in order P1, P2, when activated by
(see upper diagram in Figure 8REFFORMATVERBINDEN ). As the unknown distance between the two reference points turns the sum of weights of the induced cycle to +∞, a sequential execution of P1 and P2 is found to be consistent (see lower left diagram in Figure 8 ).
*** Insert Figure 8 here ***
In such a case, verification can be optimized if additional knowledge on the relation between the reference points of different PAs is available. Let us assume that we include such knowledge in our checking process, i.e. for the same pregnancy, the event delivery always happens after the event conception. This translates to a constraint of [ε, +∞) on the distance between them, where ε represents the smallest supported time unit. When using this additional knowledge, a sequential execution of P1 and P2 is found to be inconsistent (see lower right diagram in Figure 8 ).
No additional knowledge is needed when checking PAs with identical reference points, as they are trivially related. The same holds for PAs, whose reference points are specified as time points of the calendar. To visualize the different cycles emerging from this guideline, we depict the corresponding DG in Figure 9 . It does not include the two unordered sequential plans P10 and P11, as the corresponding constraints on their control flow cannot be represented within a DG.
Verification method
Evaluation of the verification method
As an XML-DTD (Document Type Definition) exists for the current version of Asbru, in the final implementation of our verifier we intended to employ XML as the import format of Asbru plans. The prototype verifier, which we currently use and present in this paper, is confined to a manual specification of the plan hierarchy within the verifier. Its verification algorithm, however, is based on the method described in section 5. The application contains two text areas, where the left side shows the plan hierarchy to be analyzed and the right side depicts the results of the verification process.
*** Insert Figure 10 here *** Figure 10 shows the result of verifying the guideline of Example 1. It tells us that the PAs within the plan hierarchy are inconsistent for two reasons: First, an inconsistent path corresponding to a negative cycle within Figure 9 is present, which involves the minimum durations of plans P4, P7 and P5, the latest finishing shift of P1, the earliest starting shift of P6, and several links induced by control flow operators and parent-child relations. Second, the total minimum duration of the unordered sequential plans P10 and P11 exceeds the maximum duration of their parent plan P8. *** Insert Figure 11 here *** Figure 11 shows the result of verifying the guideline after the two inconsistencies were cleared by setting the latest finishing shift of plan P1 to 420 and the minimum duration of plan P10 to 70. As described in section 4.4, the verifier provides the minimal version of each PA as a suggestion on how to adapt it.
Conclusion
Scheduling constraints, expressed either explicitly by control flow operators (e.g., for sequential or parallel execution) or implicitly by a hierarchical modeling, are basic elements of most current formats for the computerized representation of clinical guidelines. Another type of scheduling constraint, which is frequently found in conventional guidelines, is given by temporal specifications (e.g., "determine the newborn's blood glucose level within 30 minutes after birth", "execute a controlled ventilation for at least 3 hours"). The importance of the latter kind of constraint is reflected by a growing number of integrations within current guideline specification formats.
However, like other types of knowledge, temporal scheduling constraints may be used inconsistently within a guideline and may thus be an obstacle for the guideline's computerization.
In this paper we have addressed the problem by presenting an approach for the verification of temporal scheduling constraints within clinical practice guidelines, represented in the Asbru language. The approach is based on the calculation of the minimal temporal network, and serves three purposes: (1) it allows the identification of inconsistent temporal scheduling constraints; (2) it detects non-minimal temporal scheduling constraints and yields suggestions for their representation in an equivalent, but more explicit form; and (3) it can be used by the guideline interpreter to determine feasible EIs for each guideline activity.
The computation of the minimal network can be done in O(n 3 ) time for a guideline with n individual activities and therefore constitutes an efficient method for its verification. Efficiency is an issue for us insofar as it allows our verification process to be applied interactively during the design phase of a guideline, e.g. after each definition of a new temporal scheduling constraint, without annoying the user by long answering times.
- 25 - A limitation of our approach consists in its inability to fully verify temporal constraints on the execution of unordered sequential guideline activities. Although we apply several checks that can detect basic types of inconsistencies in this case, a full verification would require a technique that can handle disjunctions of non-binary constraints. Even though suitable approaches for this task have been described in the literature [28, 29] , the problem of fully verifying a guideline that includes unordered sequential activities is NP hard. As Asbru is currently the only representation format that considers unordered sequential activities, we chose to integrate them in the verification process only through partial checks. Hereby, the efficiency of our approach is not compromised.
Our approach is reusable in two ways: (1) It is applicable for the verification of several guideline representation formats other than Asbru, such as GLIF, EON, PROforma, or DILEMMA / PRESTIGE. This is due to the fact that our approach assumes the existence of certain basic operators for flow control within a guideline representation format (such as sequential, parallel or cyclic execution) and its organization in a hierarchical structure. These concepts are realized in most current approaches [5, 9, 18, 19] . Our considerations on temporal scheduling constraints (originating from Asbru's PAs in this paper) have to be adapted when reusing our approach for a different representation, according to the expressiveness of the respective format in this area. (2) Our approach can be ported to domains other than guideline-based care for the following reasons: First, the Asbru language is suitable for several areas of planning [15] . Second, our verification method is a domainindependent, general approach for processing temporal constraints [3] . ...
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-35 -(P [ [1, 5] , [3, 7] , [2, 6] ,0]) (P1 [ [1, 2] , [8, 9] , [6, 7] ,0] do-seq-ordered( (P2 [ [1, 3] , [4, 6] , [1, 4] ,0]), (P3 [ [4, 7] , [8, 9] , [1, 5] ,0]))) (P1 [ [1, 2] , [6, 9] , [4, 7] ,0] do-seq-ordered( (P2 [[0,3] , [4, 6] , [1, 4] ,0]), (P3 [ [3, 7] , [8, 9] , [1, 6] ,0]))) Figure 1. One-dimensional (left) and two-dimensional (right) graphical representation of time annotation [ [2, 5] , [6, 11] , [2, 7] , 0]. In 1D visualization, the duration bars must be considered to be "floating" above SI and FI; their position depicted here is only one possible scenario. In 2D visualization, the time annotation is represented as a shaded polygon, which also allows an unambiguous depiction of DI. Without additional knowledge, this scenario is found to be consistent. When the additional knowledge "conception < delivery" is included, the scenario is found to be inconsistent. Compare with the corresponding part of DG in Figure 9 .
